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Dear delegates, 
 
The present turmoil in the financial markets inevitably causes uncertainty in 
the law and, in particular, the legal position of the parties to maritime 
contracts and their financiers due to credit difficulties. Many buyers of 
second hand ships or new buildings are concerned as to what to do when 
the market value of a vessel they contracted to buy has unexpectedly and 
substantially dropped and their bank is not wiling, or is unable, to finance 
the purchase.  
 
Unless a buyer can establish a breach of contract by the seller or the 
shipyard which excuses him from performing his obligation to pay the 
contract price, there is a risk of repudiation of contract by him. Various other 
issues and questions arise: 
 
For example, could a buyer make a case that by reason of the drastic and 
sudden downturn in market values - being an exceptional and unexpected 
supervening event – performance has become commercially impossible, or 
the contract has become incapable of being performed and, thus, is 
frustrated? Is the performance of the contract in the new situation 
fundamentally different from that originally contemplated? Does the buyer 
have a choice in the circumstances? Was the risk of the credit crisis and of 
the substantial dip in the market value of ships contemplated by the parties, 
or did it cross their mind, at the time of the contract, so as to allocate such 
risk between themselves? 
 
What is the legal consequence of the credit crunch upon shipbuilding 
contracts? The continuance of the usual banking arrangements which 
finance the building of a ship is fundamental to the continuation of the 
contract. The financing banks or the shipyard may be out of funds! Yet the 
steel prices are relatively high. Although shipbuilding contracts provide 
detailed remedies in the event of either party defaulting, would these 
circumstances render performance radically different from that which was 
undertaken by the contract, so that the contract may be frustrated?  
 
Quite a few owners have managed to agree cancellations of their orders 
with the shipyard on amicable terms but others may not be able to achieve 
favourable terms.  
 
A further problem for discussion concerns non-payment of freight or hire 
considering the present slump in market rates and possible financial 
difficulties of charterers to continue paying the contractual rates. Issues of 
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obtaining security become more complex when there is a chain of charter 
parties and it is uncertain whether the lien on cargo clause is incorporated in 
the Bills of Lading. The Rule B attachment in the USA has been overused 
against charterers to obtain security for owners’ claims and some American 
lawyers have tried to discourage its use by presenting counterclaims to get 
counter-security for their clients (the non-paying charterer) under Rule E.  
 
The Centre has staged this event to give an opportunity to its members and 
supporters representing the shipping community to exchange their views on 
the issues involved and of course no responsibility is assumed for any advice 
given during this evening! 
 
There are four scenarios concerning respectively issues of imminent 
cancellation/termination of an MOA contract, a shipbuilding contract, non-
payment of freight under Bills of lading/voyage charter party which is under 
a chain of charter parties, and issues arising from the “Bremen Max” case. It 
is expected that these will be followed by your questions and your own 
examples from your experience.  
 
Enjoy an intellectual evening - you may have such cases tomorrow!  
 
Dr Aleka Mandaraka-Sheppard  
Founding Director, LSLC  
Visiting Professor of Maritime Law, UCL 
 
 
Scenario One 
MoA scenario 
 

- MoA for the sale of a vessel on Norwegian Saleform. 
 

- Collapse of market so that contract price greatly exceeds market 
price and Buyers are looking to reject. 

 
- Can Buyers reject tender of delivery on basis of damage to the main 

engine due to use of defective bunkers? 
 

- If not aware of the damage at the time of delivery, can Buyers reject 
when the main engine breaks down after taking delivery? 

 
- If Buyers have good reason to expect that they will have a valid 

claim following delivery, can they freeze the purchase price at time 
of payment to secure their expected claim? 
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Scenario Two 
Shipbuilding Scenario 
 

- Buyer orders large cruise ship from yard in end 2006 or early 2007 
before “credit crunch” 

 
- Now Banks refuse to further finance purchase of vessel 

 
- Recession leads to projected downturn in market for luxury cruises 
- Apparent that cruise line overpaying considerably  

 
- Termination by buyer? 

 
 

- “Material breach of any of material obligations and failure to remedy 
any such breach within 60 days after receipt of written notice from 
Buyer requesting remedial action.” 

 
- Repudiatory breach? 

 
- Claim on guarantee Stocznia Gdynia SA v Gearbulk [2008] 2 

Lloyds’ Law Reports 202. 
 

- Claim for instalment by Builder on keel laying and submission of 
invoice and irrevocable refund guarantee 

 
- Termination by Builder? 

 
- Failure to pay instalment on due date and not remedied within 10 

working days of notice 
 

- Who terminates first? 
 

 
Scenario Three 
BL scenario 
 

- Charter chain: head time cp (NYPE 46); CoA (based on AmWelsh 
93); voyage cp (Gencon 94); basic fixture note for single voyage 
against payment of freight, no lien clause  

  
- Bill of Lading on Congenbill 94 signed by Master on behalf of head 

owners and released; named shipper not party to any cp; consigned 
“to order”; “Freight payable as per CHARTER-PARTY dated 
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[Blank]”; usual wording on reverse “All terms and conditions, 
liberties and exceptions of the Charter Party, dated as overleaf, 
including the Law and Arbitration Clause, are herewith incorporated” 

 
- Cargo is shipped at loadport. Hire is paid; CoA freight is paid; 

voyage cp freight is not paid; fixture note freight is not paid. 
 

- Unpaid disponent owners under the voyage cp (“disponent owners”) 
seek to protect their position. What can they do? In particular: 

 
o  Which charter is incorporated into the B/L? 
 
o If AmWelsh CoA: 

 
� Is cl.21 “The Owners shall have a lien on the cargo for 

freight …” incorporated? 
 
� If so, can disponent owners compel head owners to 

exercise a lien on the cargo? 
 

o If Gencon 94: 
 

� Is cl.8 “The Owners shall have a lien on the cargo and on 
all sub-freights payable in respect of the cargo, for freight 
…” incorporated. 

 
� Can disponent owners compel head owners to exercise a 

lien on the cargo? 
 

� Can disponent owners compel head owners to claim the 
unpaid voyage charter freight from shippers / holders of the 
b/l? 

 
o If the fixture note: 
 

� Can disponent owners compel head owners to exercise a 
lien on the cargo? 

 
� Can disponent owners compel head owners to claim the 

unpaid fixture note freight from shippers / holders of the 
b/l? 

 
� If head owners claim freight under the b/l: 
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• To whose account is any recovered freight held, and 
on what basis? 

 

• Would it make any difference if the disponent owners 
gave notice of exercise of their lien on sub-freights to 
the fixture note charterers? 

 

 

 

Scenario Four 
LOI scenario 
 

- Back to back chain of time charters - A =B =C =D =E - each making 
provision for the delivery of the cargo without production of B/Ls 
against LOI in the standard form approved by the International 
Group of P& I clubs. 

 
- Upon arrival at disport B/L’s not yet available and cargo delivered 

against back to back LOI’s issued back up the charter chain E =D 
=C =B =A  

 
- Claim brought by P against A, asserting that P was rightful B/L 

holder entitled to delivery and claiming that cargo has been mis-
delivered to third person. P arrests v/l belonging to A and A is being 
required to lodge bail in cash. 

 
- A looks to B and the other LOI issuers to provide the bail pursuant 

to LOI clause 3. 
 

- Must each of B, C, D and E deposit the same cash sum with the 
next in line up the charter chain? 

 
- Can A look directly to whichever of B, C, D or E has the deepest 

pocket? 
 
 


